The effect of sputtering yield enhancement by implantation of noble gases into solid silicon is investigated with the Monte Carlo program SDTrimSP. The process of diffusion is incorporated into the program to describe the outgassing of noble gases. The bombardment of Si with He, Ne, Ar, Xe at normal incidence is studied in the energy range from 1 to 500 keV. Good agreement of the calculated results with experimental data is found.
Introduction
The sputtering yield is often determined experimentally by the weight-change method, where the mass of the removed material is measured by weighing the target before and after bombardment. Due to the limited sensitivity of the balance a large fluence of incident particles has to be applied. This leads to the measurement of a so-called steady state sputtering yield, which may differ from the yield of the pure material due to the implantation of the bombarding species in the target. For nonvolatile species like metal ions this can lead to a completely changed target composition [1] and dramatic effects like oscillations in the sputtering yield with increasing fluence [2] . For noble gas ions the implantation of these species is usually regarded to be small. The influence of the implanted ions on the sputtering yield depends on the ratio of ion mass to target mass, but also on the depth distribution of the implanted atoms and their maximum atomic fraction in the target. Therefore, the sputtering yield should change with fluence until steady state is reached. Blank and Wittmaack [3] have shown this effect for the bombardment of Si with 140 keV Xe. They found an increase of the sputtering yield of about 20% due to the increased scattering of the implanted Xe. They also determined the total implanted Xe by Rutherford scattering but not a depth distribution.
The purpose of this paper is to go a step further to provide information of the depth distribution and maximum atomic fraction of the implanted Xe de-pendent on the incident energy. Furthermore, the dependence on the incident species or mass ratio is investigated. Computer simulation is applied for these studies.
Simulation
The calculations were performed with the Monte Carlo program SDTrimSP [4] , which is a new version of TRIM.SP [5, 6] . This advanced version has included all aspects of earlier developments, allows the use of different interaction potentials, different integration schemes, time development as well as static and dynamic calculations. SDTrimSP can run on sequential and parallel architectures.
The implantation of gas atoms in the target changes the density as a function of depth and the scattering behaviour inside the solid, and has, therefore, an influence on the collision cascade on the depth profile and on sputtering.
The gas atoms are handled in the usual way, but due to their low binding energy (nearly zero for noble gases) they can more easily be sputtered. This leads to the result that the gas concentration near the surface (depth smaller than the mean range of the implanted ions) is lower than in deeper layers.
The effect of outgassing in the former program TRIDYN was realised by the reemission of atoms, namely the removal of atoms from the target without any transport of these atoms through the surface. In this case the knowledge of the maximum atomic fraction of the noble gas content in the solid is required for their removal.
One possibility of gas transport in the solid is diffusion. The diffusion flux, J, through a surface with a diffusion-coefficient, D, is:
where c is gas impurity concentration and x the depth. The time dependent change of the concentration is:
Another alternative is the direct transport of gas driven from the pressure and density respectively.
The outgasing flux, J, through a surface with a transport coefficient, K, is:
and the corresponding time dependence of the concentration:
A time dependence is simulated by a fluence dependence. At each fluence step a certain amount of gas atoms is moved to the upper layer (in direction to the surface). The amount is dependent on the concentration c of gas atoms (atoms per volume) in the layer and an outgassing coefficient K. This coefficient can be determined by a comparison with experimental data.
Results
The best experimentally documented system is the case of Xe bombardment of Si [3] . This example will be discussed below in more detail. At 140 keV, Xe is deposited at larger depths at zero than at increasing Xe fluence due to the larger scattering of Xe compared with Si. The reflection of Xe is negligible, because the particle reflection coefficient is nearly zero at low fluences and increases to the order of 10 −4 at steady state. was determined in such a way, that the areal density at steady state is equal to the experimental result. For He, Ne, and Ar the determination of K s was performed according to the equation
with x = He, Ne, Ar.
Measurements of the areal densities at steady state at different incident energies justify the procedure of the K s determination for Xe and Ar; for He and Ne the same procedure is assumed to be correct.
The calculated values for the areal density of the implanted Xe show exactly the same result as in [3] , see There occurs a rearrangement around the maximum of the profile. The Xe atomic fraction near the surface (< 10 nm) is proportional to Xe partial sputtering yield.
In Fig. 4 the sputtered depth for the bombardment of Si with 140 keV Xe at normal incidence is plotted versus the incident fluence. Whereas in [3] a linear relation between the sputtered depth and the fluence is assumed, the calculated results clearly demonstrate that at fluences below steady state the surface recession is not linear because of the implantation of Xe.
The fluence to reach steady state or equilibrium, f eq , depends on the incident energy. At 10 keV equilibrium is reached at a fluence of 2 · 10 16 atoms/cm 2 , at 270 keV the fluence needed is about an order of magnitude larger. This agrees very well with the formula, f eq = ρR/Y , proposed in [7] , where ρ is the target density, R the mean range of the implanted species, and Y the sputtering yield. It is interesting to note that the maximum in the areal density occurs at all energies, see Fig. 5 , but with the smallest effect at low energies.
Switching to the other nobel gases as bombarding species it is assumed as a first estimate, that the outgasing coefficient, K, for Ar, Ne and He is assumed to be inversely proportional to the liquid gas density, see With the same calculation procedure, the steady state Si sputtering yields are determined for He, Ne, Ar and Xe and compared to experimental data in Fig. 9 .
The agreement between experimental data and calculated results is again satisfactory, but the question remains how the steady state is reached for the different ion species.
The implantation of a heavy element like Xe into a target consisting of a light element will decrease the implantation range and increase the scattering inside the target, which will lead to an increase in sputtering. The opposite effect is From the depth profiles of the implanted noble gases the maximum atomic fractions of these species in Si have been determined dependent on the incident energy at normal incidence. Fig. 11 shows that for the lighter ions the atomic fraction is increasing with energy in the energy range from 0.1 to 10 keV, whereas it decreases for Xe. In the program SDTrimSP, there is no attempt made to consider radiation damage as for example the creation of voids, clustering of implanted gases, or any inhomogeneity in density in the target. Although possible damage pro-duced depends on energy and the mass ratio (damage highest for Ne and Ar on Si), the comparison between experimental and calculated data give no hints, that damage effects are of major importance.
The specific results of noble gas bombardment of Si apply also to other targets.
If the mass ratio, A, of target mass to ion mass is distinctly different from unity, the steady state sputtering yield will be larger compared to low fluence bombardment if A > 1 and the opposite is true for A < 1. The available experimental data are overwhelmingly steady state values with an unknown amount of gas in the solid. Due to our calculated results the difference in the yields at low fluence and steady state will be smaller than 30% in most cases, depending on ion energy and angle of incidence. This difference is also relevant for a comparison between experimental data and results of static calculations.
